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Abstract 
Bandelt, H.-J. and H.M. Mulder, Metric characterization of parity graphs, Discrete Mathema- 
tics 91 (1991) 221-230. 
A parity graph is a graph in which any two induced paths joining the same pair of vertices have 
the same parity. We characterize parity graphs via forbidden isometric subgraphs and, 
moreover, solely in terms of the distance function d. 
Every graph G with its distance function d is a metric space, and so one may 
consider classes of graphs that can be characterized solely in metric terms. Recall 
that the distance d(u, v) between vertices u and u is the length of a shortest 
(u, v)-path. One type of metric characterization involves a certain ‘@~-point 
condition’, viz., for any four vertices U, II, W, x one compares the distance sums 
d(u, v) + d(w, x), d(u, w) + d(v, x), d(u, x) + d(v, w). 
The block graphs were the first to be dealt with in this manner. Howorka [6] 
showed that they are precisely those graphs in which the largest two of the above 
distance sums are equal (this is the classical four-point condition in metric space). 
Another type of metric characterization is by means of forbidden isometric 
subgraphs (subgraphs that inherit their distance function from G). A prime 
example of a class of graphs defined by such a metric condition is the class of 
bridged graphs, where the forbidden isometric subgraphs are the circuits C,, of 
length n 3 4; see [3-4,7]. Now, the distance-hereditary graphs admit either kind 
of metric characterization. By definition, they are those graphs in which, for any 
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u, V, all induced (u, v)-paths have equal length. Distance-hereditary graphs were 
introduced by Howorka [S], who derived some basic properties of them. In [l] 
they are shown to be the graphs having no C, with one or two noncrossing 
chords, no C, with one diagonal and no C,, (n 2 5) as isometric subgraphs. 
Distance-hereditary graphs are also exactly those graphs that satisfy a ‘weak 
four-point condition’, i.e., of the above distance sums associated with u, 21, w, x 
at least two are equal (not necessarily the larger ones). 
In [2] Burlet and Uhry introduced parity graphs. These graphs are defined by 
the condition that all induced (u, v)-paths have equal parity. The main theorem 
in [2] (which is actually the most important result on parity graphs) can be 
restated as follows. For every parity graph G, either there are two distinct 
(possibly adjacent) vertices x and y (twins) having the same neighbours in 
G - {x, y} or the graph G is the union of two subgraphs G, and G2 intersecting in 
a non-empty (edgeless) cutset X such that G1 is bipartite and the vertices of X 
have the same colour in G, and the same neighbours in G2, that is, G is an 
extension of the parity graph G2 by the bipartite graph G, sensu Burlet and Uhry 
(see [2, Theorem 171). A useful elementary characterization of parity graphs is 
the following. A graph G is a parity graph if and only if every odd circuit of length 
at least 5 has two crossing chords (see [2, Theorem 11). Parity graphs are also 
conveniently described by a list of forbidden induced subgraphs (see [2, Corollary 
31). This list consists of the odd circuits C,,,, (k 2 2), the odd circuits having a 
‘short chord’ C$+, (k s 2), and the Scircuit with two noncrossing chords CT*, 
see Fig. 1. An interrupted line in the diagram indicates that the edge may be 
either present (C;,,) or not (C2k+1). 
Parity graphs are in a sense just the ‘parity analogues’ of distance-hereditary 
graphs. In this paper we characterize them by a ‘parity-version’ of the weak 
four-point condition: either the smaller or the larger two distance sums associated 
with any four vertices have equal parity. We also provide a characterization in 
terms of forbidden isometric subgraphs: it turns out that they coincide with the 
forbidden induced subgraphs of Fig. 1. Finally we consider the ‘parity analogues’ 
___.-- I9 
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Fig. 1. 
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of block graphs: graphs in which every block is either complete or bipartite. They 
are characterized by a ‘parity version’ of the four-point condition. 
Before we turn to the results, we list some terminology and notation. A 
subgraph H of a graph G is isometric if, for any two vertices of H, their distance 
in H equals their distance in G-that is, H inherits its distance function from G. 
The purify of a path is the parity of the length of the path. If P = u+ u,+ * . *+ 
up-I-, v is a (u, v)-path, then we denote the (x, y)-subpath of P by x-+ 
. . . P . . .+y. A chord of a path (circuit) is an edge joining two nonconsecutive 
vertices of the path (circuit). Let P = u, + . . . ---, up and Q = ul+. . . + v, be two 
paths having no vertices in common but possibly their initial vertices. Let i be the 
smallest index such that there is an edge, not on P U Q, between ui and some 
vertex of Q. Let j be the smallest index such that there is an edge, not on P U Q, 
between Ui and vi. Then we say that uivj is the chord from P to Q nearest to ul. 
Finally, a short cut of a circuit in a graph is a geodesic (path of minimal length) 
between two vertices of the circuit that have larger distance on the circuit than in 
the graph. 
All graphs in this paper are finite. 
Theorem 1. For a connected graph G the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G i.r a parity graph, 
(ii) for any vertices u, v, w, x, either all three sums 
d(u, v) + d(w, x), d(u, w) + d(v, x), d(u, x) + d(v, w) 
have the same parity or two of them are equal, 
(iii) if 
d(u, v) + d(w, x) s d(u, w) + d(v, x) s d(u, x) + d(v, w) 
such that d(u, w) + d(v, x) is odd, then either d(u, v) + d(w, x) or d(u, x) + 
d(v, w) is odd, 
(iv) G does not contain C,,,, (k *2), C&+, (k 2 2), or CT* as an isometric 
subgraph (see Fig. l), 
(v) for any edge wx and vertices u, v such that 
d(u, w) = d(u, x) = d(u, v) + 1, 
v is adjacent to w if and only if v is adjacent to x. 
Proof. (i)+(ii): If u, v, w, x are vertices of a bipartite graph, then the sum of 
any two out of 
d(u, v) + d(w, x), d(u, w) + d(v, x), d(u, x) + d(v, w) 
is even, whence the latter three numbers have the same parity. We proceed by 
induction on the number of vertices using [2] Theorem 17. First assume that G 
contains a pair u, v of twins. Then we only need to check the distance sums for u, 
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u and any other vertices w, x of G. In this case we get 
d(u, w) + d(v, x) = d(v, w) + d(U, x). 
Finally assume that G is an extension of a parity graph G2 by a bipartite graph G, 
along an edgeless set X of vertices in G2 (see the introduction). Let U, u, w, x be 
any vertices of G. If at least three out of U, u, w, x lie in G,, then the three 
distance sums in question have the same parity since U, U, w, x belong to some 
bipartite induced subgraph of G in which the distance between any two vertices 
has the same parity as the corresponding distance in G. So let w, x be in G2 - G,. 
Choose vertices U’ and V’ in X c G2 at minimal distance to u and V, respectively. 
If U, u are in G, - G2, then 
d(u, w) + d(v, x) = d(u, u’) + d(u’, w) + d(v, V’) + d(v’, x) 
= d(u, U’) + d(zr’, w) + d(v, V’) + d(u’, x) 
= d(u, x) + d(v, w). 
Otherwise, if II is in G2 say, the three distance sums for U, u, w, x differ from the 
corresponding ones for u’, V, w, x by d(u, u’). Again we are done by the 
induction hypothesis. 
(ii) + (iii): This is trivial. 
(iii) j (iv): If U, U, x, w are the vertices of the induced 3-path of C-T*, then 
their three distance sums are 2, 3, 4, thus violating condition (iii). In C,,,, and 
C&+1 (k 2 2) respectively, select vertices U, U, w, x as indicated in Fig. 2. Then 
the distance sums in question are 2, 2k - 1, 2k, again conflicting with (iii). We 
conclude that none of the graphs in Fig. 1 can occur as an isometric subgraph of 
G. 
(iv) j (i): By [2] Corollary 3, it suffices to prove that no graph from the list of 
forbidden isometric subgraphs can occur as an induced subgraph of G. First note 
that any one of the graphs Cs, CT and C;* is induced in G if and only if it is 
isometric in G. We use induction on k to show that Czk+, and C&+, are not 
induced in G, for any k 2 2. For technical reasons we prove that, for any k 2 2, 
” 
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Fig. 2 
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(ar) any two induced (u, v)-paths have the same parity whenever the sum of 
their lengths is at most 2k, 
I!,’ F+, 
is not induced in G, 
2k+l is not induced in G. 
For k = 2, condition (a) is trivially fulfilled, and conditions (p) and (y) are 
satisfied as was observed above. So let k 2 3. 
First we prove ((Y). Assume the contrary-that is, there are non-adjacent 
vertices u and v and two induced (u, v)-paths P and Q of unequal parity such that 
the sum of their lengths is 2k - 1. We may assume that P and Q have no internal 
vertices in common. For, otherwise, we could find two common vertices x, y of P 
and Q, which are not adjacent, and two induced (x, y)-paths (the subpaths of P 
and Q between x and y) of unequal parity such that the sum of their lengths is at 
most 2k - 3, and we are done by the induction hypothesis. 
Let P be u~ul--t~~~~uP--l~~, and let Q be u+v~+~~~+v,_,+v. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that p <q. Note that the circuit 
U+....P...+V+...Q.. *+u is a circuit of length p+q=2k-125. So, 
by the induction hypothesis, there must be some chords between internal vertices 
of P and Q distinct from uIui. Let UiIJ1 be the chord from P to Q nearest to u 
distinct from ulul. Note that we have 
3si+jC2k-3. 
Then the circuit u+* *. Pa. .Ui+Vj+* * * Q * * *+u is a circuit of length 
i + j + 12 4 having no chords but possibly ulvl. According to the induction 
hypothesis i + j + 1 must be even, hence i and j are of different parity. This 
implies that p - i and q -j are of equal parity. To settle (o) we distinguish four 
cases. 
Casearl: i=p-1, j=q-1. 
Then the circuit u~...P...-,v~...Q...-,u is a circuit of length 
2k - la 5 having u~-~v~-~ as a chord, and possibly also urvr, but no other 
chords. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, ulvl is a chord. But then we get 
either an induced Ct *, if p = 2 and q = 3, or the odd induced circuit u, + 
. . . P-e ‘--,U p__l+vg-_l+. . .Q.. *-+vl+ul of length 2k -325. Either in- 
stance conflicts with the induction hypothesis, concluding Case (~1. 
Casear2: i=p-1, j<q-1. 
Thenvj~u,_,-*visaninducedpathoflength2,andvi~~..Q...~visan 
induced odd path of length q - j with q -j c 2k - 1 -p - 1s 2k - 4. This 
contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
Casear3: i<p-1, j=q-1. 
Then u~+v~_~+v is an induced path of length 2, and the subpath ui+ 
. . . Pm* * + v of P is an induced odd path of length p - i, where p - i c 
2k - 1 - q - 1~ 2k - 4. This contradicts the induction hypothesis. 
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Casea4: i<p-1, j<q-1. 
Then ui+.-.P-. ----, v is an induced path of length p - i 3 2, and ui+ vi-+ 
. . . Q ***+v is a path of length q-j+1 23, where p-i and q-j+1 have 
different parity and p - i + q -j + 1 s 2k - 3. Hence, by the induction hypothe- 
sis, there must be chords from Ui to some vertices among v,+i, . . . , v~_~. Let uiv, 
be the chord from Ui to Q nearest to v. Since i up - 2, ui is not adjacent to v. 
Hence ui+---P-- -*v and ui+v,+...Q.. .+ v are two induced (ui, v)- 
paths. So, by the induction hypothesis, these paths have equal parity. This implies 
that the two (vi, v,)-paths v~-+ Ui ~ V, and Vj~ . . . Q * * . + V, have different 
parity. So, by virtue of the induction hypothesis, the path vi+ Ui’ v, cannot be 
induced-that is, V, = Vj+l is adjacent to Vj. But now the paths u += - . . P . . - + 
ui+- vi+, and u--, . . * Q * * *+ vj+, form an odd circuit of length, say, 2n + 13 5 
with n <k, having no other chords than UiVj and possibly uivi. It is clear that we 
have either an induced C&+, (if ulvl is not a chord), or an induced CT* (if uivi 
is a chord and n = 2), or an induced Czn_i (if uivi is a chord and n > 2). Each 
possibility conflicts with the induction hypothesis, whence Case 014 is settled. 
Next we prove (p). Assume that there is an induced circuit C = u + u, + . . . + 
uzk+ u of length 2k + 1 in G. Then C cannot be isometric, so there is some short 
cut P of length p between, say, u and Us. Note that we have 
2cp<min{l,2k+l-I}. 
Since 1 and 2k + 1 - 1 have unequal parity, one of the numbers 1 and 2k + 1 - 1 
has parity distinct from p, say p and I have unequal parity. Then u-+ ui+ 
. . . C . . . + u[ and P are induced (u, uJ-paths of unequal parity such that the sum 
of the lengths is I +p < 1+ 2k + 1 - I= 2k + 1. Hence, either by (a) or by the 
induction hypothesis, we get a contradiction, and thus (p) is proven. 
Finally we prove (y). Assume the contrary, and let u + ui-+ . . -+ uzk + u be a 
circuit of length 2k + 1 in G having no chords but uluZk. 
First we will show that the 2k-circuit C = ul+ . . . -+ uzk’ u1 is isometric. 
Assume the contrary, and let P be a short cut of minimum length. Say, P is a 
geodesic of length p between u, and u, with 1 c s < t < 2k. Because of the 
minimality of p it is clear that P has no vertices in common with C other than u,~ 
and u,. Then we have 
2<p<min{t-s, 2k-t+s}, 
and 
max{p+t-s,p+2k-t+s}s2k-1. 
Note that, either by ((w) or by the induction hypothesis, it follows that p, t - s and 
2k - t + s have equal parity. So we even have 
p+l<min{t-s,2k-t+s}, 
and 
max{p+t-s,p+2k-t+s}s2k-2. 
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From the first inequality we deduce that s or 2k - t is at least 2, say, s 2 2. Let P 
be u,-+ vl+. . -+ up-l’ u,, and let Q be the subpath of C from u, to u, passing 
through u,. We distinguish three cases. 
Case yl: t = 2k. 
Note that in this case p, s and 2k - s have equal parity. Since P is a geodesic, it 
follows that u cannot be adjacent to vi, for i 2 3. If u were adjacent to v2, then 
thepathu+v,+..*P...+u, would be an induced path of length p - 1 (note 
that here we have p 2 3). Because u -+ ui + . . . Q . . . + u,~ is an induced path of 
length s, we get a contradiction by the induction hypothesis. 
Finally, if u were adjacent to vi, then the path u + vi + . . . P . * . + u, would 
be an induced path of length p. Now u+ uzk-+ u~~-~+ * . . C. . .+ u,~ is an 
induced path of length 2k -s + 1, which has parity distinct from p. Since 
2k-s+l+p<2k-1, we get a contradiction either by (cx) or by the 
induction hypothesis. So there are no chords from u to internal vertices of 
P-that is, the path u+ uzk+. . . P . . .+ u, is induced, having length p + 1. 
Since u+ur+. . . Q. * *+u, is an induced path of length s, and p + 1 and s 
have unequal parity, we get a contradiction either by (IX) or by the induction 
hypothesis. This settles Case yl. 
Case y2: t < 2k, and there are chords from u to P. 
Let uvj be the chord from u to P nearest to u,. Then u -+ vj+. . . P . . . -+ u, + 
. ..Q.. -+ u, + u is an induced circuit of length at least s + 2 2 4. According to 
the induction hypothesis, this circuit must be even. So the paths u+ vj+ 
. . . P.. .+u, and ~+u~+...Q...+u,~ have the same parity. Hence the 
paths u-+vj+~~.P~~~+u, and u~~~~~u~~-~‘...C...‘u,, which are 
both induced, have unequal parity. If the lengths of these paths add up to at most 
2k - 1, then we are done either by (c~) or by the induction hypothesis. So we may 
assume that 
p-j+1+2k-s+1>2k+l, 
that is, 
p-j+1as. (*) 
Since u+vj+...P...+u, and u+u,+...Q...+u~ have equal parity, 
and ~,~...p...~u,~...Q...~u~ is an even circuit, it follows that the 
paths u--,vj+~~~P~~~+u, and u+uzk+...Q...+u, have unequal parity. 
Since the sum of their lengths is 
it follows from the induction hypothesis that u + vi+ . . . P . . . -+ u, cannot be 
induced. Hence there is some chord between u and vj_i+ . . . P . . . + vl. 
Let uvi be the chord from u to P nearest to u,. Note that i < j. Then 
u+vi+...P...-,ut and u+u~~+.+.Q...+u~ both are induced paths of 
length at least 2. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, they have equal parity. 
Fromthiswededucethatu~vj-,...P...~u,andu~u,-,u2’...C...~ 
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u, are induced paths of unequal parity. Again, if the lengths of these paths add up 
to at most 2k - 1, then we are done either by ((Y) or by the induction hypothesis. 
So we may assume that 
i+1+2k-t+1>2k+l, 
that is 
i+1>t. 
Combining inequalities (*) and (**), we get 
(**) 
p+l>p+2+i-j=p-j+l+i+l 
ss+t>p+2. 
This is impossible, whence Case y2 is settled. 
Case ~3: t < 2k, and there are no chords from u to P. 
Hence as u,-+ * * * P. . .+u,+. * * Q . * e-u, is an even circuit of length 
2k - t + s +p G 2k - 2 it follows from the induction hypothesis that it cannot be 
an induced circuit. So there is some chord between internal vertices of P and Q. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that there is some chord from the 
subpath u,+ * . . Q . * a+ u,? of Q to P. Let uiui be the chord from u,+ 
. . . Q.. ._+u, to P nearest to u,. Then the path ui-+ v,+ . . . P . * .-+ u, is 
induced, and so, by the induction hypothesis, it has the same parity as the path 
u~+...Q--.+~~. This implies that the paths u--+uI~~~~Q~~~--+uj+vj+ 
. . . P . ..+u. and u+uzk-+...Q...+u,, which are induced, have unequal 
parity. Since the sum of their lengths is i + 1 + j + 2k - t + 1, and 
(i+l)+j+2k- t+lcs+(p-1)+2k-t+l 
=2k-t+s+ps2k-2, 
we have a contradiction, by the induction hypothesis. This settles Case y3. Thus 
we have proved that the circuit C is isometric. 
Finally we prove that C U {u} induces an isometric C&+, in G. Assume the 
contrary, and let P be a short cut from u to uI, say. Note that 3 s 16 2k - 2. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that I < k. Since C is isometric, it 
follows that d(u,,, u,) = I. Hence P is of length at least 1 - 1. If P were of length 
at least 1, then P would not have been a short cut. So P is of length 1 - 1. By 
definition, P is an induced (u, ul)-path. Now u-+ ul+ u2. . . C * . *+ u, is an 
induced path of length 1. Since 1 c k, we get a contradiction by (cx), if I = k, or by 
the induction hypothesis, if 1 <k. 
Thus we have proved that C U {u} induces an isometric C&+, in G, which is 
forbidden. This completes the proof of (y). 
(ii) + (v): Suppose that (v) is violated by some vertices u, u, w, x, so that v is 
adjacent to w but not to x, say. Then, 
d(u, v) + d(w, x) = d(u, w) + d(v, x) + 2 = d(u, x) + d(v, w) + 1, 
thus violating (ii). 
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(v) + (iv): C:* obviously does not satify (v). In Czk+r or C&+r (k 5 2) we can 
find an edge wx and a vertex u at distance k to both w and X. Then the second 
neighbour u of w is not adjacent to X. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Cl 
Theorem 2. For a connected graph G the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) every block of G is complete or bipartite, 
(ii) for any vertices u, v, w, x, the largest two of the distance sums 
d(u, v) + d(w, x), d(u, w) + d(v, x), d(u, x) + d(v, w) 
have the same parity, 
(iii) neither C2k+l (k 3 2), nor C&+, (k 32), nor K4 
isometric subgraph of G, 
(iv) neither C2k+l (k 3 2), nor C&+, (k 32), nor K4 
induced subgraph of G. 
minus an edge is an 
minus an edge is an 
Proof. (i) j (ii): We use induction on the number of blocks of G. Every 
complete or bipartite graph satisfies condition (ii). So we may assume that the 
vertices u, v, w, x do not belong to a single block of G. Let t be a cut vertex of G 
separating u from w and X, say. If t also separates u from v, then 
d(u, v) = d(t, u) + d(t, v), 
d(u, w) = d(t, u) + d(t, w), 
d(u, x) = d(t, u) + d(t, x). 
By the induction hypothesis the largest two of the three distance sums associated 
with t, v, w, x have the same parity. Substituting t by u increases each of the 
three sums by exactly d(t, u). Hence in this case the assertion is proved. Finally, 
if t does not separate u from v, then t separates u, v from w, x, whence 
d(u, v) + d(w, x) c d(t, u) + d(t, v) + d(t, w) + d(t, x) 
1 
d(u, w) + d(v, x), = 
d(u, x) + d(v, w), 
and we are done. 
(ii) + (iii): In view of Theorem 1 we only need to check that K4 minus an edge 
cannot occur as an isometric subgraph of G. Now, the three distance sums 
associated with the four vertices u, v, w, x of K4 minus an edge are 2, 2, 3, 
respectively, thus violating condition (ii). 
(iii) 3 (iv): this follows from Theorem 1. 
(iv)+(i): From Theorem 1 (or [2, Corollary 31) we infer that G is a parity 
graph. Suppose by way of contradiction that there exists a block B of G which is 
neither complete nor bipartite. Then choose a maximum clique A of B. Since B is 
not complete, there exist vertices v, w in A and x in B such that x is adjacent to w 
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but not to u. Since B is a nonbipartite parity graph, the clique A has at least three 
vertices. So let u be any vertex in A different from V, w. Then x is not adjacent 
to u because K4 minus an edge is forbidden in G. Since B is a block, there exists 
either an induced (u, x)-path P in B not containing v and w or an induced 
(v, x)-path Q in B not containing u and w. Assume the former: then P has even 
length because B is a parity graph. Consequently, the (v, x)-path ‘u+ u+ 
. . . P . . *+x has odd length and therefore cannot be induced. Let y be the 
vertex of P closest to x on P such that vy is a chord. Since d(v, x) = 2, the 
induced path v+y+ * . * P. . . --tx must have even length. Hence the (u, y)- 
subpath of P has odd length. Therefore the path u + v +y cannot be induced, 
that is, u and y are adjacent. Then, as K4 minus an edge is forbidden, also w and 
y are adjacent. Since the (y, x)-subpath of P has odd length, the path y+ w-x 
is not induced, that is, x and y are adjacent. Now v, w, X, y induce a K4 minus 
an edge, giving a contradiction. 0 
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